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I selected Saw as the 2023-2024 Outstanding Student of the Year for his dedication and expertise in Computer Information Systems. With over two years of prior tech experience, Saw's role as a Computer Tutor at the LRC has been invaluable to our team. He consistently leverages his knowledge to assist students with software, printing, IT challenges, showcasing reliability and passion.

Beyond his tech skills, Saw possesses soft skills that enhance his role providing computer support. He is very approachable and friendly with a light hearted sense of humor which makes him a great people person which is not something all IT people possess. This puts our students at ease when asking for help and many students return to get help from him.

Saw's commitment to pursuing a career in tech support post-SBCC is evident in his proactive approach to learning and helping others. When students need help, he's on it. His impact within our community is commendable, making him a deserving recipient of this recognition. I hope you will honor him with the award of Outstanding Student of the Year.